Campus Collage
Oct 2014 – Feb 2015

IT Fair

Oct 18,2014
The innumerable tones of varied facets of information technology come together to
create a breathtaking medley of our Internet oriented
world. On 18th October 2014 the students of our school
came together to replicate this mosaic through an
engaging IT fair. The extravaganza of displays, such as
power point presentations, talks on diverse topics,
table top games and explanations along with
exquisitely made charts succeeded in transforming the
perspectives of many regarding the tangible minutiae of
the virtual world. IT fair is more than just a display of what one can do with a computer,
but is a holistic experience on how information technology has opened up new avenues
of thought.

Sports Day

Nov 6, 8 2014
Sports day infallibly fuels the fire to succeed in every student.
It stands as a testimony to the spirit of sportsmanship, which
our school seeks to nurture in every student. Upholding the
values of our school the traditional slow march and march past
regimes, lighting of the torch and oath taking was done with
sincerity. Apart from the athletic competitions, tug of war
matches were held to add an element of innovation. Another interesting twist added this
year was the various stalls set up by the commerce students of 11th standard. The
national anthem signaled the end to a brilliant day, which will forever be etched in the
hearts and minds of the students.

School Day
Nov 26,27 & 28,2014
The anticipation in the air was tangible, as the students of classes’ 1 st to 12th geared up
for their school day, which was designed to showcase their hard effort, delight, and
passion. This year’s school day was divided into three sections-the primary section,
middle school section and the high school section. The primary section presented the
evergreen theme of friendship. The students of the middle school chose the leitmotif
‘Srishti-energy unleashed’ and elucidated the creation of the universe and all its facets.
The higher secondary block completely blew the
audience away by their versatility; and spread
the message of harmony and ecstasy leaving the
audience wishing for more.

School Excursion
Dec 6,2014

One of the most awaited events of this year was
the excursion for the students of tenth grade to
god’s own country-Kerala. The spellbinding trip to
Munnar and Cochin, spanning four days was a truly
memorable experience. The students travelled
using various modes of transport such as trains,
buses and cruise ships. This expanded their horizon
dramatically. The students visited diversely
distinctive places ranging from the largest mall in
South India to an ancient Jewish synagogue. The
highlight of the trip was of course the trip to Wonder La, which had all the students
euphoric. The memories of the trip will last long after it was over.

Anti-Bullying Campaign
Jan 12 - 17, 2015
A school wide intervention to deal with bullying in schools was launched in the assembly on
January 12, 2015.The anti-bullying campaign, as it was called, was intended to create
awareness of the types of bullying, prevention, seeking help and encouraging bystander
intervention.

Careers Day
Jan 24, 2015

The innumerable career options make the task of choosing a career a confusing one. So to
resolve this confusion, the school hosts career counseling sessions and helps narrow down the
options.
Complete with an aptitude test and several career talks,
the workshop helped students to choose a career
befitting their potentials and interests. Professionals
from various fields came to interact with the students
providing them with useful insights.
This year we had speakers for Journalism, Graphic and
Product Design, Fashion and Interior Designing, Health
Care, Hotel Management, Architecture, Biotechnology
and Advertisement. Law, Pure Sciences and Psychology
among other careers were held on few Saturdays.

Hobby Day
Jan 31, 2015

Theatre
The true potential of the students in the Theatre club
was brought out; as they experienced the joy one feels
in the art of drama and theatre.
Mysore art
Our artistic heritage was revived in the Mysore Art club,
as they explored different Indian art forms. Children
learnt to differentiate between Mysore Art and Tanjore
Art. They learnt techniques like how to use gold-leaf
and also learnt the finer aspects of Mysore Art painting
to create beautiful pictures of gods and goddesses.

Cookery Club
The focus was on having fun and enjoying cooking. The children were guided well and learnt to
make chaat and salad as well as main courses like Mexican pasta and Thai dishes. Apart from
cooking, the children also learnt how to work in teams.
Ship modelling
Ship modelling has always been an interesting science, and the club did perfect justice to this
science, as the students made ships, inserted motors and painted the ships, making ships that
actually ran in water
Aero-modelling
Science and joy converged in the aero modelling club, where students learnt extensively about
the science of aeronautics and made gliders that actually fly!
Western dance
Students have had an exhilarating time in the western dance club, dancing to catchy songs like
‘Where have you been’ and ‘Wrecking ball’.
Animation
Student wore an animated expression on their faces as the Animation club trudged forward in
the field of animation, making simple animations such as a bouncing ball, a journey to the moon
and on subjects like the different types of pollution.
Miniature Art
Students of class 8 prepared the surface boards and collected rare stories of Gautama
Buddha.They presented their stories through paintings in a minimalistic style. The style taught
was “Chaurapanchasika”. Chaurapanchasika style belongs to West Indian School of native
painting – known as Mewar School. The pictures help to understand the lyric. "Each picture is
complete in itself as a verse or quatrain of Hindi Poetry".
Students drew stories based on episodes drawn from epics and puranas.

Digital Wellness Week

Feb 3 – 12,2015
Session on Digital Wellness was conducted across classes in the first week of February.
Students were educated about the potential risks they might face when online.
Preventive measures were discussed.
The curriculum was designed by Intel Education and Mc Cafee and was adapted by the
ICT Department in the
school.

CBSE Science Fair
Feb 8, 2015

This year, both the teams from the school emerged as regional winners in the CBSE Science
Fair. The winning teams are:
1. Shruthi Sridhar and Rathi Kashi of class X – They worked on the topic “Automatic Speed
Controller” which slows down a vehicle when it approaches a hospital or school.
2.Ananya M T of class X and Nikhita Kirthivasan of class VIII – This team worked on “W-EW”(Water- Energy-Waste) facilitated by the Reap Benefit Team. They took simple measures to
save energy, water and also to spread awareness on waste segregation.

Farewell Ceremony
Feb 16,2015

Stunning young ladies and impeccably dressed
young men were the very important guests of the
special occasion – the farewell.
In her welcome address, Chetana Ma’am said,”
Farewell has the sweet note of reluctance”. This
was evident as the speeches were made. Awards
were given away to various achievers in classes 10
and 12.Teachers of class 10 and 12 spoke
eloquently about these young achievers.
Speeches were made by few of the outgoing
students of classes 10 and 12.Deepa Ma’am, in her speech urged students to follow their
passion. She posed the question “What will you do differently if there is no fear of
failure?” The new issue of “Gnanamanthanam”, the school magazine was released.
Rhea Dutta, the SEEK editor, said it was a humungous learning experience for her to
work with an incredibly talented SEEK team. Teachers sang for the graduating class, to
the delight of the young audience. The evening ended with a sumptuous dinner and
many selfies, struggling to capture the sweet moments that recreate memories.
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